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Boom! 

From afar, the Thousand Beast Soldier army charged straight for Han Xiao like a tsunami. 

The earth shook as they got nearer, and their specially-made armor glowed with a deadly 

light. 

Tamaria raised her arm and threw out her dark-gold axe. The axe sliced through the wind 

and formed a spinning ball of red flames as it smashed down toward Han Xiao’s head. 

Hu! 

Han Xiao stomped down on the ground, and his body shot toward the sky to avoid the 

trajectory of the flying axe. 

The axe that was flying in midair suddenly changed its trajectory and chased after Han Xiao. 
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Han Xiao looked down from above and saw an alloy chain attached to the end of the axe. 

The alloy chain seemed to be able to extend indefinitely with the other end of it attached to 

Tamaria’s mechanical suit. She could obviously control it from afar. 

A floating guard behind Han Xiao then released a psionic shield and collided with the 

incoming axe! 

Clank! 

Sparks flew in all directions! 
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The burning axe was not able to make a dent in the psionic shield and returned to Tamaria’s 

hands as the chain shortened. 

This attack signaled the beginning of the battle. 

Phillip raised the alarm, and as Han Xiao lowered his head to take a look, all the artillery 

towers on this armed satellite fortress began to open fire at him! 

Tuk tuk tuk! 

The large barrel of the cannon spat out billowing smoke with missiles and laser beams 

being showered down on him from all directions and in all different colors! 

Han Xiao was not only facing five Calamity Grade Supers but also the defensive measures of 

this armed satellite fortress. 

His psionic thrusters were activated at full capacity, and Han Xiao transformed into a blue 

bolt of lightning as he dodged the never-ending wave of attacks nimbly. 

Boom! 

All the explosions were narrowly avoided by him, but the high temperature of the aftershock 

heated up the exterior of his mechanical suit. 
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Mushroom clouds covered the entire sky and the bolts of lightning from the artillery fire 

made it seem as though a large thunderstorm cloud was expanding above the armed 

satellite fortress. 

The particle cannons shot through the dark clouds to reveal the light of the world. 

Ignoring the danger of the battlefield, this scene was like Buddha’s light breaking through a 

thousand clouds and was extremely spectacular. 

Dark clouds covered Han Xiao’s vision, and the Armor value of his mechanical suit continued 

to decrease under the barrage of cannon fire. Han Xiao’s expression remained calm, and he 

activated the Army Box. Together with his (Mechanical Force Field] skill, his Mechanical 

Force was boosted. 



His energy had a new (Void) attribute, and he could borrow the void to transmit energy. 

This meant that the efficiency of his Mechanical Force being transmitted was greatly 

increased. 

Clank! 

The sound of his Mechanical Army being activated could be heard from the clouds, and his 

Mechanical Army went to war! 

“Orders for the army have been received. Attack region has been confirmed, hum…” Phillip’s 

voice sounded from Han Xiao’s helmet. 

The next instant, over a million psionic cannons opened fire and rained down like a 

thunderstorm! 

Boom! 

The entire region was instantly flattened, and the metallic ground cracked up from the 

psionic canons. Mechanical parts flew in all directions, and craters could be seen all over the 

surface of the satellite. 

Almost forty percent of the defensive canons were destroyed in just a single blow! 

The armed satellite fortress was completely suppressed by Han Xiao’s army. Han Xiao’s 

Mechanical Army descended and dismantled the artillery towers of the armed satellite 

fortress. 

Fighting could be seen all around with the smoke of war covering the entire battlefield. 

All of a sudden, a high energy alert sounded from Han Xiao’s mechanical suit, and he 

immediately dodged to the side. 

Hu! 

Tamaria’s axe then shot narrowly past his body. 



The mobility of a Pugilist was extremely high, and the moment her first attack missed, 

Tamaria turned around in midair and swung her axe down in rapid succession. 

Her powerful attacks resulted in a deafening sonic boom with every attack. 

Han Xiao released two psionic shields with his hands and received the attack without any 

hesitation. Sparks shot out in all directions, and a loud clanging sound resounded like 

thunder. 

Swoosh! 

Dark silver nanoparticles then rushed out from the tube at the back of the Mountain Ape 

suit and transformed into four half bodied phantoms. The phantoms floated behind Han 

Xiao and aimed their canons at Tamaria and Han Xiao, who were fighting. 
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Bang! 

The four phantoms launched their first round of attacks but did not manage to stop Tamaria 

from engaging in close combat battle. She circulated her energy to form a flaming shield 

and blocked their attack! 

Bang! 

The second round of attacks was fired, and Tamaria remained indifferent. Such a level of 

attack was not sufficient to make her dodge. 

When the third round of attacks was fired, Tamaria wanted to block it as before, but 

suddenly, she felt a powerful force ignoring her arm and going straight for her organs. 

The (Legendary Battle Technique] was activated! 

The sound of the explosion was louder than before! 

Bang! 

Tamaria’s expression dropped, and she could not help but retreat. 



What a powerful penetrating force! 

Tamaria suppressed her surging blood and had a face of shock. 

Han Xiao made use of the opportunity to widen the gap between them as he looked at the 

battle information from his interface. 

Thirty-five percent of True Damage from the previous attack had exceeded 12,000 points of 

damage. Apart from the basic boost from his Mechanical Force, he did not use any other 

skills. Just the additional True Damage from the (Legendary Battle Technique] skill had 

exceeded the reduced damage from the three rounds of attacks! 

A Molding Talent is truly terrifying! Han Xiao thought to himself. 

This talent was truly the bane of all Pugilists. 

Tamaria should be a level 230 Pugilist who was toward the tanky side. Her Endurance should 

be about 1,600 points, so she should have a few talents to increase the strength of her 

body. Her health should also be above 300,000. 

Currently, Tamaria’s health should be more than fifty percent higher than Han Xiao’s, but 

both of them were tanky in different ways. Han Xiao relied on the conversion between 

energy and health, and his recovery rate could make a Pugilist who walked the path of 

being a tank doubt their own life. 

This talent truly exceeded my expectations. As long as my Mechanical Army can ensure that 

their attacks hit the target… 

All those thoughts flashed through Han Xiao’s head in less than a second, and the other 

four Calamity Grade Supers caught up and launched their various attacks! 

Han Xiao hurriedly avoided all the long-ranged attacks and suddenly felt an attack coming 

from behind him. 

One of his opponents was a Pugilist who walked the path of agility. He nimbly made his way 

around Han Xiao like a shooting star, and his alloy dagger shot toward Han Xiao’s spine. He 

wanted to immobilize Han Xiao. 



Han Xiao did not even turn back, and the four phantoms collapsed back into their 

nanoparticle form. The nanoparticles then formed a mechanical hand that was about seven 

to eight meters tall. The fingers and palm formed a psionic shield and blocked the sneak 

attack of this Pugilist. 

Bang! 

The mechanical hand then threw the Pugilist away as though it was throwing away rubbish! 

After experiencing the strength of his new talent, Han Xiao no longer fought Tamaria and 

the others personally. Instead, he issued a new command, and half of his Mechanical Army 

surrounded the five Calamity Grade Supers. 

He would attack them from the side to disrupt the enemy’s attacks and harass them. 

“Do you think this junk will be able to stop 

us” 

Tamaria’s roar resounded, and the flames on her body exploded. 

At the same time, outside the protective shield of the hyperdrive base, Morred and the 

other two Section Zero fleets were fighting with the defensive fleet of the enemy. 

They had boasted the upper hand at the start of the battle and forced the enemy to retreat. 

However, the other strongholds had received news from the base, and a portion of their 

troops had immediately been sent to reinforce this hyperdrive base. 

The battle was extremely intense at the moment, and neither party had the upper hand. 

“Only Black Star has boarded one of the armed satellite fortresses. How is the situation over 

there?” 

Morred could see Han Xiao’s location from the main control room. 

Section Zero had sent a few teams of powerhouses to attempt to board nine different 

armed satellite fortresses. However, all the others had been forced back, and only Black Star 

had managed to board one of the armed satellite fortresses. 



Morred’s palm was covered with cold sweat. His fleet was currently outside the protective 

shield. Whether or not he could destroy the base was dependent on if Black Star could 

destroy the armed satellite fortress. 

He was the hope of the entire village! 
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“Sir, we have observed the battle between Black Star and the armed satellite fortress. The 

enemy has sent five Calamity Grade Supers to stop him, and they seem to have tied Black 

Star down.” 

“This is bad.” Morred felt his heart tighten. 

If Black Star was tied down, the entire battle would end up in a stalemate. The longer the 

battle dragged on, the more disadvantageous it would be for them. 

Gritting his teeth, Morred issued an order. 

“Inform the other two fleets. Ask all their Calamity Grade Supers to form a small team and 

reinforce Black Star. He has been pinned down by the enemy and needs support!” 
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At the center of the base station, the base station commander was also observing Black 

Star’s movements. 

“Black Star is the only one to have penetrated the protective shield. Tamaria has taken 

people to deal with him,” an observing officer said. 

The base station commander nodded and looked at the radar. Suddenly, his eyes 

constricted. 
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“Hmm? The enemy has sent a Calamity Grade team toward the armed satellite fortress that 

Black Star is in? They’re trying to back Black Star up,” the base station commander said with 

a deep voice. “Just in case, send five more Calamity Grades to Black Star. We can’t let the 

enemies destroy our armed satellite fortresses. If the base station loses its protection, our 

loss will be inevitable!” 

As the order was sent, five more Calamity Grades were deployed. 
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Both sides sent reinforcements to the battlefield that Black Star was in. 

On the armed satellite fortress, Han Xiao had been fighting with Tamaria and the other four 

with his mechanical army for quite a while. 

The battlefield extended over hundreds of miles. Everywhere they passed, the surface of the 

fortress was torn apart and messed up. 

The battle in the sky had reached its climax. 
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Boom boom boom! 

The five Calamity Grades dashed left and right. Broken mechanical soldiers fell from the sky 

one after another. 

Boom! 

The dark-gold mechanical axe was being spun around like a tornado, crushing every 

machinery in its path. Tamaria punched and kicked all the mechanical soldiers around her 

into pieces. 

The other four were also continuously damaging the mechanical army. 

It seemed like the enemies were unstoppable. However, they were actually wounded and 

exhausted. 

The attacks of close to a million machines were very intensive. They were going to get hit 

sooner or later. Following the triggering requirement of the [Legendary Battle Technique], 



Han Xiao had changed Phillip’s control method. The first two attacks were focused on 

limiting the enemy’s dodge routes to increase the accuracy of the third attack. 

Furthermore, he split up the attack frequency of the various units. This meant that the 

army’s every round of attack included a lot of True Damage. It was very lethal and gave the 

enemies a lot of pressure. 

Tamaria did not dare ignore the attacks. She had to focus fully every time the army attacks. 

Otherwise, if she got hit by the True Damage attacks, suffering light injuries would be lucky. 
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She was furious. 

This is called limited lethality? 

Jorde, you’re full of sh*t! 

Most of the low-grade mechanical soldiers were still fragile when facing Calamity Grades, 

but their attack was now on a different level. 

Previously, most of the time, Han Xiao had used the mechanical army to reduce the enemy’s 

energy before he went to beat up the enemy personally. Now, however, the enemies were 

completely trapped in the mechanical army and were barely able to hold on. They did not 

even have a chance to approach Han Xiao. 

Phillip firmly controlled the entire battle. Han Xiao was free enough to carry out Virtual 

Intrusion on this armed satellite fortress. 

The armed satellite fortress seemed to have countless defensive measures and had held 

back half of his mechanical army. In order to quickly destroy this satellite, Virtual Intrusion 

was the most efficient method. 

Boom! 

At this time, Tamaria suddenly used some sort of ability and penetrated the army’s 

encirclement, dragging a blood red flame behind her. Like a rocket, she bolted up to Han 

Xiao! 



“Ha!” 

With a loud roar, the mechanical axe slashed down! 

“Tsk.” 

Han Xiao had no choice but to stop the Virtual Intrusion. Two psionic shields appeared from 

each of his hands and blocked this attack. 

Clunk! 

The axe was stuck between the shield. This time, as if the axe suddenly had an absorption 

force, the flames all over Tamaria’s body flowed right into it as it became more and more 

red. 

The next moment, a thick, powerful blood-red wave launched from the axe! 

It landed at zero distance! 

Boom! 
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Being attacked by a powerful hit, Han Xiao coughed and was about to back off. To his 

surprise, Tamaria moved quicker and tied Han Xiao’s arms with the chain at the end of the 

axe, pulling him back. 

“Like I said, you’re not going anywhere!” Tamaria roared and heavily headbutted Han Xiao’s 

forehead. 

Boom! 

Han Xiao felt dizzy. Tamaria had at least two thousand Strength, so it was normal for her to 

overwhelm him in terms of raw strength. 

The vibration penetrated the helmet’s shock absorption module and caused a buzzing in 

his ears. 



Tamaria was just about to continue attacking, but Han Xiao suddenly exited the Mountain 

Ape and exposed his body. Not only did he not look panicked, he even looked a little 

speechless. 

“You really are… eager to die.” 

The next moment, Han Xiao’s actions made Tamaria confused. 

Not only did he not escape, he wrapped his arms around Tamaria’s waist and hugged her. 

“You…” 

Before Tamaria could react, she instinctively felt an extreme sense of danger. Suddenly, she 

figured something out, and her entire body was frozen. 

All the mechanical army in the sky suddenly turned their barrels around and aimed at Han 

Xiao… as well as Tamaria! 

“Let me go!” 

Tamaria was extremely shocked and hastily tried to push Han Xiao away. 

However, the Mountain Ape mechanical suit, now controlled by Phillip, shot out dozens of 

compressed orbs that turned into all sorts of traps and were planted around the two of 

them. With all those traps, neither of them were able to move for about two to three 

seconds. 

They both became stationary targets. 

Han Xiao chuckled beside Tamaria’s ear and said, “Didn’t expect that, did you? I’m just the 

bait.” 

“Do you want to kill yourself ?” Only after Tamaria said this did she realize that Han Xiao had 

the Indestructible Body title. Rage and despair appeared on her face. She clenched her teeth 

and said, “Do you really think you’re unkillable?” 

“No.” Han Xiao blinked then said something that Tamaria did not understand. “But I’m 

immune to True Damage.” 



The next moment, countless psionic cannons from all directions fired at once! 

Boom! 

The expanding ball of light consumed the two of them. The other four Calamity Grades ran 

away with all their might. 

The ball of light expanded to its maximum before exploding. The shockwave blew away 

everything around it, like using an eraser on a drawing 

The exploded ball of light turned into sparkling light debris and fell like rain. 

At the center of the explosion, Han Xiao was healthy and vigorous. He summoned the 

mechanical suit and wore it again. Then, he let go of the charred corpse that was still 

emitting black smoke, allowing it to fall from the sky. 

With (Steel Body], he was immune to True Damage. Through the health-mana cycle, the 

health lost from the explosion swiftly recovered. Not only was he not injured, he even felt 

revitalized. 

Oh, it’s because the attribute increase from the Advanced Strengthened Life has already 

stacked so many layers. No wonder… 

Han Xiao slightly raised his brows. 

Using himself as the bait to control the enemy before using the mechanical army to focus 

fire 

— this was his trump card after obtaining the ability of health-mana cycle. As long as the 

enemy approached him without knowing, they would fall into the trap. 

After obtaining (Legendary Battle Technique), the lethality of this method had become an 

ace card that could now kill the enemy. 

Tamaria had instantly been killed under the focus fire! 
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No matter who she was, in Han Xiao’s eyes, she was just a Grade A+ Pugilist that had about 

seventy percent health, enough to be killed with one combo. 

Han Xiao turned around and looked at the other four terrified Calamity Grades with a smile. 

“Come on, let’s get to know each other.” 

The four Calamity Grades shivered. With horrified expressions on their faces, they only had 

one thought in their minds. 

Don’t come any closer! 
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Boom! 

The armed satellite fortress was plowed by the mechanical army again and again. The four 

Calamity Grades were no longer surrounding Han Xiao but running for their lives. 

While attacking the enemies, Han Xiao was also hacking into the armed satellite fortress. 

After all, destroying the armed satellite fortress was his main goal. After killing Tamaria, the 

other four did not dare get close to him at all, so no one interrupted him. 

Many of his Virtual Technology abilities were upgraded compared to before, so Han Xiao 

successfully obtained control of the armed satellite fortress without too much effort. A 

Grade A+ Virtual Mechanic could penetrate most artificial intelligences. 

Han Xiao searched through the modules of the armed satellite fortress and sighed. 
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“No self-destruction module? Shame.” 
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After giving it some thought, Han Xiao controlled the armed satellite fortress to open its 

surface tunnels. He then sent some of the mechanical soldiers into the armed satellite 

fortress and planted secondary psionic bombs. 

In terms of efficiency, destroying the energy furnace inside the armed satellite fortress was 

much more convenient than destroying the armed satellite fortress from outside. 

At the same time on the main battlefield, a few small, agile spaceships dashed between the 

chaotic battlefield. In them were the Calamity Grades sent by Morred. They were trying to 

break through the enemies’ defenses and back Han Xiao up. 
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However, the high energy particle cannon attacks were too concentrated on the battlefield, 

so the reinforcement teams were forced to retreat again and again, unable to penetrate the 

enemies. 

As the Bloodshed Land fleets arrived at the battlefield through quick reinforcement channels 

one after another, the main fleet could no longer provide cover for these reinforcement 

teams. 

“The situation isn’t good. We took too long. Many enemies in the strongholds have gotten 

rid of the teams that were restraining them earlier and are arriving at the base station 

extremely quickly. The number of enemies we’re facing has multiplied many times!” 

Inside the flagship, Morred’s expression changed as he heard the report. 

He clenched his teeth and pushed the words through the gap of his teeth. 

“If this goes on, we will only achieve a pathetic victory! Black Star is the key to breaking the 

situation, but he’s alone without backup. Are the helpers we sent still unable to break 

through their defenses?” 

“They can’t. The enemies seem to know our intention and completely blocked all routes to 

the armed satellite fortress that Black Star is 

on.” 



Morred’s expression became firm. He waved his hand and said, “Send my orders. All units, 

retract the formation and push forward in his direction. Open a path for the reinforcement 

teams and penetrate the enemies’ defenses!” 
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As soon as his sentence ended, everyone was shocked. 

The current situation was very clear; it could be divided into five layers. 

The most exterior layer was where Morred and the three Section Zero fleets were. One more 

layer inside was the base station’s defense fleet. Those two were fighting each other. 

After the defense fleet was the base station’s gigantic protective shield, separating the 

exterior battlefield and the base station core. One more layer inside were the nine armed 

satellite fortresses around the base station. In the center of all this was the target that 

Section Zero planned to destroy-T-04 Hyperdrive Base Station. 

Morred’s order was to have the entire fleet march forward without backup and open a path 

for the reinforcement teams for Black Star. This was no different from giving up any 

possibility of retreating and deliberately entering the enemies’ encirclement. 

If they penetrated the enemies’ line of defense but were unable to break through the base 

station protective shield immediately, it would be the end of them. 

“This is a gamble. It’s too risky!” 

“I don’t agree with such a reckless method. It’s better to fight steadily.” 

Many fleet captains objected. They belonged to the partnered organizations and were not 

Morred’s direct subordinates. 

The downside of an alliance force was showing again—when facing a danger that required 

them to take risks, they would not be united and would prioritize their own safety before 

the overall outcome of the battle. 



Objections came from the communication channel nonstop. Morred’s expression became 

more and more angered. Only the New Phylen Rebels were directly under his command, but 

they were far from enough. He needed help from the other organizations. 

Bang! 

Morred could not take it anymore. He bashed the table and interrupted the objections from 

the various captains. 

“I know, each and every one of you wants to be favored by Purple Crystal and become a 

long-term partner of a Star Cluster civilization. But you don’t want to fight for it with your 

lives. Do you think that the Purple Crystal civilization is easy to fool! 

“I’ve had enough of being defeated by the Bloodshed Land again and again. There’s an 

opportunity right in front of us. His Excellency Black Star is fighting the enemies with his life. 

As long as we back him up, we will be able to break the stalemate and win this battle! 

“You’re all big organizations from your Star Systems, famous and renowned, why have you 

all become a bunch of cowards? If you don’t even have the guts to take a little risk, pardon 

me for saying this, but why did you even join this war?” 

The communication channels became quiet; no one spoke. 

Seeing this, Morred said in a deep voice, “Execute the order!” 

The entire fleet was no longer moving forward slowly. They retracted their formation and 

bashed right into the base station defense fleet’s formation like a hammer! 

Enduring attacks from all directions, the fleet entered deep into the enemies’ fleet and 

headed toward the armed satellite fortress that Han Xiao was on. 

At first, the enemy fleet was messed up by the sudden change, but they adjusted their 

formation very quickly and obstructed Morred’s fleet. 

Not long after, Morred’s fleet was no longer charging forward quickly. Like they had 

stepped into a swamp, every step forward became difficult. At this point, they had already 

reached deep into the line of defense and were only a short distance away from the armed 

satellite fortress’s protective shield. 



Yet, it seemed like the Morred fleet had to take ten times the time they took to get here to 

overcome such a short distance. 

“Hang on. The armed satellite fortress is right in front of us!” 

The command room was shaking from the attacks as Morred loudly ordered, 

“Reinforcement teams, it’s your turn!” 

At this time, the atmosphere was tense among the reinforcement teams. 
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With a serious face, the captain of the Calamity Grades loudly said, “Everyone, get ready for 

battle. His Excellence Black Star needs our help. Go!” 

The next moment, those Calamity Grades jumped out of the spaceship, moved swiftly using 

the other spaceships as cover and finally penetrating the line of defense under Morred’s 

nervous gaze. They headed toward the armed satellite fortress. 

Morred looked at those Calamity Grades full of hope as they quickly approached the armed 

satellite fortress. 

Whether they would win or lose all depended on this! 

However, as he was being extremely nervous, something suddenly happened! 

The members of the reinforcement team were just about to reach the protective shield of 

the armed satellite fortress when the armed satellite fortress suddenly emitted a blinding 

light and exploded! 

The entire armed satellite fortress exploded from within. This fortress that looked like a 

small planet turned into a blinding explosion in the blink of an eye! 

Countless scraps of armor, parts, and machines were blown away, turning into floating 

space debris. The impact was as large as a planet exploding! 

As the fortress was destroyed, the base station protective shield lost one of its generators. 

The shield in this area suddenly disappeared, showing an enormous hole more than big 

enough for a fleet to enter. 



Behind the hole was the hyperdrive base station now without any defense. 

The path toward the enemies’ core opened! 

A person flew out from the wreckage of the armed satellite fortress. 

Han Xiao! 

The sudden explosion attracted the attention of everyone on the battlefield. Friend or foe, 

they all looked over with shock on their faces. 

Black Star had destroyed the armed satellite fortress all by himself! 

The mechanical army had already been retrieved. Han Xiao took his Army Boxes and left the 

wreckage. There were quite many burn marks on his mechanical suit. 

He saw the reinforcement team members right away. He waved and sent a voice message. 

“You guys are late.” 

The reinforcement team members were all mentally prepared for a bloody fight ahead, but 

now they felt as if they had just punched a ball of cotton. Dumfounded, they all looked at 

Han Xiao. 

Wh—Where are the enemies? 

Did you kill all of them? 

They were completely shocked. 

How many Calamity Grades did Black Star just kill! 

“What an amazing job!” 

Morred was stunned for an instant before he was overjoyed, yelling with excitement. 

He had thought that Black Star was held back by the enemies and had no back up, but it 

seemed like the situation was the opposite of what he had speculated! 



He had never expected that Black Star could destroy the fortress even while being 

surrounded by many Calamity Grades! 

How damn reliable! 

The protective shield broke very timely; it was a perfect opportunity. 

Not having the time to think about other things, Morred grabbed the opportunity and 

quickly issued the orders. The entire fleet headed right through the hole in the gigantic 

protective shield, firing intensely at the base station. 

At the same time, the base station was trembling from the attacks. The scene inside was full 

of chaos. Piercing alarms echoed in every corner. 

“Warning! Warning! High energy attack detected!” 

Like the countdown of the grim reaper, the bright and firework-like beams of attacks 

outside the windows rapidly approached. 

Inside the main control room, the base station commander looked out the porthole, 

shivering and twitching from fear. Like everyone alongside him, he was in despair. 

He could not understand it. Why is Black Star so much stronger than the intelligence said? 

He had sent out five Calamity Grades to back Tamaria up just in case. They were supposed 

to guard against the reinforcements of Black Star. However, he had never expected that 

Black Star would kill Tamaria when those five Calamity Grades were still on the way! 

She was the strongest person there, yet she had been killed just like that! 

When the five reinforcements arrived, the four Calamity Grades following Tamaria were 

either dead or heavily injured. They were crushed. Black Star did not stop there and went 

ahead to demolish the five Calamity Grades that had just arrived! 

Black Star eliminated more than half of the high-level combatants stationed at the base 

station all by himself! 

The ‘how to deal with Black Star’ information in the intelligence file was absolutely useless! 
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This completely messed up all their plans. The base station commander was petrified and 

unable to think. 

In the face of such overwhelming strength, he felt powerless and had no solution for it. All 

he could do was watch as Black Star turned the armed satellite fortress into fireworks. 

Time seemed to slow down, and the attacks got closer. The bright light lit up the base 

station commander’s face and filled his vision. 

At this moment, he only had one thought in his mind. 

I lost… to Black Star. 
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Thousands of attacks landed on the hyperdrive base station, tearing it to pieces silently in 

an instant. 

At this point, Han Xiao had already returned to the Blacklight Stealth. He took off the 

mechanical suit, massaged his shoulders, and smiled when he saw the hyperdrive base 

station getting destroyed. 

Victory at last. My efforts didn’t go to waste. 

The notification of the strategic mission being completed popped up on the interface. 

Destroying the armed satellite fortress alone made the Mission Rating very high. His 

Favorability with the Purple Crystal increased by 1,350, and he was also awarded with tens of 

millions of Experience. 
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However, this was just a small part of the reward that he received this time. Killing Tamaria 

who was many levels higher than him alone gave him more than half a billion Experience. 

Earning Experience through killing Calamity Grades is actually quite efficient. Without the 

players here, that’s a rather good option. 
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War was indeed an opportunity. Where else would he be able to find so many Calamity 

Grade enemies? 

Through this battle, he had a clearer idea of his own strength. Compared to two months 

prior, his combat capability now was on a completely different level. 

With (Legendary Battle Technique], he could crush most opponents with just his mechanical 

army. Despite having just entered the Grade A+ territory, his actual combat capability had 

already exceeded top Grade A+ Supers. 

With so many powerful Molding Talents that synergized with each other, the actual effect in 

combat was better than he imagined. 
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Not even sending ten normal Calamity Grades to fight him would basically be gifting him 

kills! 

As long as a Beyond Grade A Super doesn’t interfere, the others in the Bloodshed Land 

should all be no match for me… 

Han Xiao only had this thought for a second before he immediately slapped himself and got 

rid of it. 

That was close. I almost flagged my own death! 

Han Xiao turned to look at the battlefield. 

With the base station destroyed, the enemies lost their reinforcement channel. The 

stalemate was broken instantly. The morale of Section Zero was boosted, and they started 



to clean out the remaining enemies. The enemies’ complete defeat was just a matter of 

time. 

Han Xiao had completed his mission, so he did not take part in the following battles. He 

slacked off with the Black Star Army fleet at the side. 

Morred and the three fleets intercepted and surrounded the remaining enemies. The ending 

of this battle was already decided. As it quickly ended, Section Zero finally achieved their 

first big victory. 

The three fleets cleaned up the battlefield and picked up the loot before leaving the scene 

in groups. 
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After more than an hour in hyperdrive, the fleet slowly stopped in a safe area. 

Han Xiao received Morred’s invitation to attend the postwar conference on the flagship. 

After calling up Herlous, Harmon, and the other officers, Han Xiao linked his spaceship with 

the flagship. 

Whoosh! 

The hatch opened. In front of them was the link corridor. Han Xiao led the others into the 

flagship. A few receptionists were waiting there. They quickly approached and welcomed 

him with a respectful tone. 

“Your Excellency Black Star, everyone has arrived. They’re all waiting for you.” 

“Lead the way.” 

Han Xiao nodded and followed the receptionist to the door of the conference hall inside the 

flagship. 

The door opened, and joyous and delightful voices came from inside. The atmosphere 

seemed very positive. 



There were quite a few people in the room. All the people in charge of the partnered 

organizations within the fleet had been invited. After finally achieving a victory, everyone 

was elated. 

Han Xiao stepped in, and chatter inside the hall suddenly stopped. Everyone looked over. 

Seeing that it was Han Xiao, their eyes were filled with admiration and respect. They opened 

up a path for Han Xiao. 

“Black Star, you’re here. Quick, take a seat.” 

The center of the hall was a circular conference table, and everyone was sitting there. 

Morred sat at the host seat. As he saw Han Xiao, he quickly stood up and passionately 

invited Han Xiao to take a seat. 

“Hi, how are you? Have you eaten?” Han Xiao sat on his seat and casually greeted the 

others. 

“Haha, now that everyone is here, let’s start the conference. His Excellency Ralph has 

something that he wants to say to us.” 

Morred smiled and pressed the desk. Ralph’s remote projection image appeared above the 

center of the conference table. 
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Ralph cleared his throat and spoke. 

“Everyone, you’ve done a very good job. You’ve eliminated the base station, causing the 

Bloodshed Land’s twelve strongholds to be isolated and their forces to be separated. Our 

troops successfully destroyed those twelve strongholds with very low casualties. This is our 

first overwhelming victory!” 

Clap clap clap! 

Everyone applauded. 

“Morred, you were very decisive. Your contribution in destroying the base station is huge. 

Carrie, you restrained the enemies and completed your mission. Pierer, you…” 



Ralph praised everyone present one after the other. The applause continued nonstop. Han 

Xiao’s expression was strange—this reminded him of exam result announcements. 

They had just won a battle, and now they were already being evaluated for their 

contribution. 

“Also, the biggest merit of this victory…” 

Ralph turned to look at Han Xiao with a big smile on his face. “Black Star, you destroyed the 

enemy’s armed satellite fortress and defensive measures alone, which can be said to be the 

key point in turning the battle around!” 

Everyone nodded in agreement. 

Who said that one person could not change the battle? Black Star alone could complete this 

kind of key tactical mission-his actions determined their victory and decided the result of 

the skirmish. 

“Ahem, I just did what I should.” Han Xiao maintained his expression and waved his hand 

like it was not a big deal. 

Morred could not help but add, “If not for you, at most, we would have ended up with a 

tragic victory. Of course, you deserve the biggest 

merit!” 

Han Xiao’s mouth twitched, and he had no choice but to smile politely. 

Ralph smiled and said, “You don’t have to be humble. I have already reported to the 

superiors. They are very satisfied with your achievements. The people above have decided to 

increase their investment in the Black Star Army as a reward. Also, they will consider making 

you a long-term partner.” 

When Ralph said this, everyone’s expression slightly changed. They were jealous. 

The biggest goal they had in joining the secret war was to become a long-term partner of a 

Star Cluster Civilization. Black Star was already one step ahead of them. 



In the Purple Crystal Civilization upper echelons’ eyes, the Black Star Army’s importance had 

probably already exceeded any of the other Section Zero members. 

Now this is what I wanted to hear, actual benefits… Han Xiao smiled. 

“By the way, you also killed the Bloodshed Land’s Adjudicator, Tamaria. This is the first high-

level Bloodshed Land officer that has died. The Bloodshed Land has lost an important 

member. You’ve done a good job.” 

Han Xiao was stunned. So, that testy woman I killed is the first important Bloodshed Land 

officer to die in the secret war? 

This means that… I took Ty-Ty’s first blood? 

So… Heber won’t get angry… right? 

Due to the disadvantage they had been at for the past two months, Ralph had been 

incredibly stressed. He kept wanting to get revenge. As soon as Black Star returned, he had 

finally made the Bloodshed Land lose. Ralph felt relieved. 

The more he looked at Han Xiao, the more satisfied he was. 

In his eyes, the combat capability displayed by Black Star exceeded the standard of normal 

Calamity Grades. Usually, only Beyond Grade As would be able to crush a group of Calamity 

Grades. However, Black Star was not Beyond Grade A. Hence, he felt that there was only one 

explanation for this—Black Star’s potential was extraordinary. Furthermore, his potential was 

becoming real strength way too quickly. He was obviously much stronger than he had been 

two months ago! 

Purple Crystal had looked into Han Xiao’s past before. About ten years ago, Black Star had 

just entered the galaxy and built his mercenary group. Back then, he was not even Grade B, 

yet in less than ten years, he had risen extremely quickly. 

This meant that Black Star had the highest amount of Beyond Grade A potential! 

In all the years since the end of the exploration era till now, none of the Beyond Grade As 

had risen as quickly as Black Star! 
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Ralph was exhilarated. As long as the Tyrant did not do anything, Black Star might be able 

to crush all the Bloodshed Land Calamity Grades. He was basically a murder weapon among 

the high-level combatants, the biggest advantage that Section Zero had! 

This evaluation right after the battle was done on purpose. One reason was to use 

rewarding Black Star as an example to encourage more Section Zero members to win 

battles, eliminating the downside of an alliance force. 

The second reason was to express their attitude toward Black Star on how important he was 

to them. 

Killing two birds with one stone. 

At this moment, no one realized that the effects of this skirmish would be much greater 

than they thought… 
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Chapter 686 Tyrant’s Plan 

After this victory, Section Zero temporarily did not carry out any more counterattack 

operations. Han Xiao left the main fleet after getting the contacts of Morred and the others. 

The reward for this mission came very quickly. Purple Crystal was very generous, giving him 

a total of twenty-seven million Enas and other rare resources, clearly expressing Han Xiao’s 

importance to them. 

After this battle, Ralph saw Han Xiao as a treasure. 

He told Han Xiao to stand by temporarily. Only on important missions would he consider 

using the Black Star trump card. There was no need to deploy him for normal guerrilla 

missions. 

Of course, Han Xiao was more than willing to slack off. He could make use of this 

opportunity to digest the resources that he had just received from the Purple Gold 
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Civilization and replenish his mechanical army. Furthermore, Lagi was on the way there as 

well. 
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At the same time, the influence of this war was slowly spreading 

“Section Zero achieved a huge victory in the Kaya Star System, destroying twelve Bloodshed 

Land stronghold planets.” 

To the various civilizations and organizations of the Shattered Star Ring who had been 

paying attention to the secret war, this news quickly made them feel energized. Ever since 

the start of the war, this was Section Zero’s first successful counterattack. They have finally 

put a stop to their string of failures. 

These organizations knew what Purple Crystal’s strategy was-give up some areas 

strategically and split up the Bloodshed Land’s forces. They knew that the secret war would 

enter a stalemate sooner or later and that the war would probably only end after many 

years. 
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The talented individuals appearing in the secret war became the focus of the various 

organizations. 

War had always been a stage for the strong, a shortcut to honor. There were always people 

who became famous through war. To all those who have been paying attention, Han Xiao 

was clearly the brightest star born on this stage. Everyone else paled in comparison before 

him. 

Black Star’s turning point since the start of the war was when he was able to survive the 

attacks of all eight Vanguard Officials. With that, he earned the nickname of ‘Indestructible 

Body’, which spread across the entire Star Field. 

Just two months later, he once again gained astonishing achievements, killing ten Calamity 

Grade Supers, including the Bloodshed Land Adjudicator, Tamaria. He once again made 

sensational news. 

The Beyond Grade A seeds in the past had been quiet for a long time. After so many years, 

none of them became a new Beyond Grade A. Similarly, when those Beyond Grade A seeds 



first entered the list, that was when they were the most famous. Like a cycle, it was now 

Black Star’s turn. 

It had not been long since Black Star became a Beyond Grade A seed. These two 

achievements were his signature deeds, sparking discussion between countless people. 

These two unbelievable achievements produced a chemical reaction, making Han Xiao the 

latest Star Field level hot topic. His fame in the Shattered Star Ring skyrocketed, and his 

position grew just as quickly. 

Before this, Black Star had not been considered someone huge in the Shattered Star Ring—

the majority of his position was because of Floating Dragon. However, he had gradually 

stepped out of the Floating Dragon title, and his own position had started to grow. He could 

be said to be an overnight sensation. 

ans 

Through this battle, it was not just potential that Han Xiao had shown but his true combat 

capability, which almost no one in his grade could match up to. To many organizations, 

Black Star was almost half a Beyond Grade A. It seemed like he really had a chance to sit on 

the Beyond Grade A throne one day. 
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The rise of every Beyond Grade A was always sensational. If a fifth Beyond Grade A really 

appeared in the Shattered Star Ring, the issues between Klent and Purple Crystal would 

become unimportant. 

When Han Xiao stood his ground against the eight Vanguard Officials, those large 

organizations had still been spectating. However, after the news of him killing several 

Calamity Grades spread out, many people could not just watch anymore. 

Some wanted him dead, while some wanted him to live. 

More people wanted to contact him. 

Many that were previously just watching decided to join in. 

Han Xiao had yet to know that the storms he had stirred up had made the influence of the 

secret war exceed beyond what it was supposed to have. 



A cyclone hidden under the secret war was brewing 

At this time, Klent and Purple Crystal knew nothing about this, nor did they think that this 

war would go out of their control. 

In the Bloodshed Land headquarters, specifically in the Tyrant’s palace, the small mountain-

sized Heber sat on the hovering throne, looking down at the frightened Jorde. 

“Tamaria… died?” 

Jorde shivered. Not daring to look up, he looked down at the ground and said, “She died at 

Black Star’s hands. I’m responsible, too. My intel was inaccurate…” 

It would not matter if those below Calamity Grade died, but Tamaria was different. She was 

one of the key members who had followed the Bloodshed Land through battles from the 

earliest time. She had even received personal guidance from Tyrant before. The death of an 

experienced adjudicator was a huge loss. 

“Hmm, okay,” Heber said with an indifferent tone. 

Jorde stood still for a while but did not hear the next half of the sentence he had expected, 

so he cautiously asked, “What… are you planning to do?” 

“Dying in war is a righteous end for warriors,” Heber said slowly. “In war, you can kill people, 

and people can kill you.” 

Jorde was stunned. Did this mean that Tyrant was not planning on getting revenge? 

“Er… I thought you…” 

“You thought I would be furious and immediately avenge Tamaria?” Heber frowned slightly. 

“Then, what would I need you people for?” 

Heber was domineering, but that did not mean that he was reckless and impulsive. He was 

calm and would not change his plan just because one or two of his subordinates died. 

As long as there was no Beyond Grade A on the enemy’s side fighting, he would not easily 

make a move. This had been decided with Klent long ago. 
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Usually, Heber would be biased toward his subordinates, but in wars, he was cold-blooded. 

Wars were trials of blood and fire; Heber was not going to protect his subordinates. He 

needed his officers to grow in the flames of war. Even if all of them died, he would not feel 

heartache. His organization was his tool, not his weakness. 

Jorde did not know what to say. 

“However, this isn’t over,” Heber said. 

“What does that mean?” Jorde asked honestly. 

“He will be held accountable for this; our fight will be inevitable,” Heber said coldly. “He has 

Beyond Grade A potential, but as of now, he still is a Calamity Grade. If I kill him now, it will 

be too boring, so I will give him time to grow. 

“If he stays at Calamity Grade, I won’t do anything to him, but as soon as he becomes 

Beyond Grade A, I will personally strike and beat him to death!” 

After a pause, Heber said, “If he can’t become Beyond Grade A even by the end of the war, I 

will still kill him by then.” 

“But… Black Star is very strong. He will cause a lot of casualties to our high level 

combatants.” Jorde could not help but speak up. He hoped that Heber could change his 

mind and kill Black Star immediately. 

“I know the casualties will be high…” Heber looked down at Jorde, speaking slowly. 

“Therefore, Black Star is the enemy I’m leaving to you guys. Survive against him, become 

stronger or die. Those that don’t even have this little amount of faith in themselves can 

request to come back to the headquarters. They won’t ever have to go into the battlefield 

again.” 

Heber knew that Han Xiao was strong, so he wanted to use him to train the officers under 

his command. 



Now that all the forces were paying attention to Black Star, if he, a Beyond Grade A, 

personally attacked a Calamity Grade, it would seem petty of him. Even though Black Star 

was a Beyond Grade A seed, he would still be able to easily kill him. 

Heber disdained killing Black Star. In his eyes, not only would that be a despicable act, it 

would also be short-sighted. 

Killing Black Star immediately would at most clear the obstacles of this war and decrease the 

casualties of his organization. In Heber’s eyes, that was not even worth mentioning 

compared to what he could get from killing a Beyond Grade A. 

He was willing to give Han Xiao time to grow. 

The Bloodshed Land was so enormous and powerful because he, the Beyond Grade A, was 

the core that united all of it. 

As long as he was there, no casualties were unrecoverable. 

As long as he was there, the Bloodshed Land would be able to rapidly develop. 

He needed an opponent worth fighting. If Black Star could really become a Beyond Grade A, 

the entire Star Field would be sensationalized. By then, if he fought Black Star, no one would 

have a problem with that. 

I won’t bully you when you’re weak. I will wait till you reach my level, then kill you! 

Domineering as usual! 

This way, the influence that he would gain would be much bigger. Black Star’s death would 

once again bring glory to the title Tyrant’. 

“Understood, I will let everyone know your intention.” Jorde’s voice became louder as he 

was conquered by Heber’s personality. 

Although, from the way Jorde saw it, letting Black Star grow was not a wise choice. 

But… 



It’s so domineering! 

He had absolute confidence in Heber. Even if Black Star became a Beyond Grade A, he 

would still be no match for Tyrant. 

His Excellency Heber’s perspective on the issue is on a different level. He saw a greater 

opportunity while my vision was limited by this war. I’m too petty. 

“Black Star became stronger again.” 

In the Floating Dragon palace, Aesop was looking at the news. He sighed and looked at 

Ames, who was sitting on the hovering throne. 

“I still underestimated him. Back then, I wanted Black Star to be your right-hand man. I 

never thought that he would grow this fast. Sooner or later, he will request to leave Floating 

Dragon.” 

Ames was silent. She wanted Han Xiao to become stronger, but she did not want Han Xiao 

to leave her side. 

Aesop sighed and said, “He has done a lot for Floating Dragon, but I have seen many 

Beyond Grade As before. Other than those raised by the three Universal Civilizations, no one 

is willing to be under someone else. I know that he’s important to you, but the Shattered 

Star Ring is very big. He won’t be your subordinate forever.” 
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“He won’t be able to leave,” Ames said coldly. 

Aesop frowned. “Don’t be willful. No matter what, Black Star is your friend. With this 

relationship, the two of you will definitely be allies. There’s no need to create a conflict…” 

“I said, he won’t be able to leave!” 

Ames raised her voice and interrupted Aesop before lowering her gaze. 

“Unless I can’t stop him.” 
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Chapter 687 DarkStar Leader and the Fallen Ark 

Black Star Base No.1’s military factory was so large that the end of it was out of sight. 

Countless assembly lines operated every hour of the day. Mechanical parts were assembled 

into all kinds of equipment by countless mechanical arms. Several Mechanics walked in 

between the assembly lines, debugging them from time to time. 

The top of the factory was the main control room that could look over the entire factory. 

Decks of blueprints were spread on the alloy table near the window of the main control 

room, flipped by a person’s hand. 

Reynold sat upright beside the table, reading through the blueprints with a serious 

expression. 

This time, the door of the main control room was shoved open, and Sylvia ran in with joy all 

over her face. 

“Hey, I have good news!” 
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Reynold slowly moved his eyes from the blueprints and looked at Sylvia. 

“Big sis, please do tell,” he said with a serious face. 

Sylvia was already used to Reynold’s personality and had learned to selectively ignore parts 

of it. She raised her hand, and a ball of flickering Mechanical Force appeared in her palm. 

“Hehe, I’m Grade B now. Aren’t I amazing?” Sylvia said with an excited expression. 
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“Amazing,” Reynold said with an upward tone and a poker face. He even raised his hands 

and clapped. 
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Seeing this, Sylvia felt awkward. She felt like something that she was proud of might not be 

worth mentioning in the eyes of a Calamity Grade. 

But she could not resist sharing her joy. Han Xiao had taken the old officers out to war, so 

the one that was closest to her among the remaining people was only Reynold, who 

oversaw the logistics. Usually, she would ask Reynold any questions she had. Although 

Reynold was nominally her junior, he was actually considered Han Xiao’s teaching assistant. 

Sylvia could not suppress her excitement of entering Grade B and became happy again after 

feeling awkward for a while. With aspiration on her face, she said, “Teacher will definitely be 

very happy when he hears about this. He’s always had high hopes for me…” 

Most importantly, Han Xiao had promised her that if she could become a Grade B Super, 

she would be able to focus on combat in the future and not do homework every day. 

I’m free! 

I, Sylvia, am happy! 

After enjoying being happy for a while, Sylvia realized that Reynold did not say anything. 

She looked up and realized that although Reynold was facing her, his eyes were secretly 

looking sideways at the blueprints on the table. 

Is talking to me this boring? Sylvia snapped her fingers, put on an angry expression, and 

said, “Stop looking away. I’m talking to you!” 
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Reynold looked back and said with a serious expression as if nothing had happened, “Hmm, 

you’re right.” 

Wow, what a perfunctory response… Sylvia clenched her teeth, took a deep breath, and 

calmed her emotions. She then took out the communicator and said, “By the way, Teacher 

did something great recently again. Look, people all over the Star Field are discussing him 

on all platforms. They all say he has the highest chance to become the next Beyond Grade A 

of the Shattered Star Ring. Tsk tsk, I never thought that Teacher is this amazing. If he really 

becomes a Beyond Grade A, as his disciple, maybe we…” 

With a pause, Sylvia suddenly realized that Reynold did not react again. She looked up and 

saw that Reynold was looking at the blueprints on the table once again. 



“Still looking?” 

Sylvia was embarrassed and irritated. She snapped her finger again louder. 

Am I, such a beautiful lady, not even as attractive as those boring blueprints? 

“No, I’m listening.” Reynold coughed. He took the communicator from Sylvia’s hand and 

looked at the news on it. His face turned serious again, and he muttered, “Black Star… 

Beyond Grade A seed…” 

Seeing that Reynold was finally not looking at the blueprints, a smug expression appeared 

on Sylvia’s delicate and exquisite face. 

As Han Xiao’s secretary, she knew that Reynold’s contract duration was about to end. For 

the Black Star Army, she felt that she had to make Reynold stay. 

According to her knowledge of Reynold, this person’s desire to learn exceeded even his 

physiological desires. Sylvia felt that the best way to make him stay was to keep reminding 

him that her teacher had become stronger and stronger, showing him how outstanding her 

teacher was. That way, Reynold might choose to stay and continue following Black Star to 

learn and work for the army. 

Although Sylvia did not really want to share her teacher with Reynold, for the sake of the 

army… she decided to sacrifice that. 

“Beyond Grade A… Beyond Grade A…” Reynold muttered. Usually, he always looked serious 

and formal, but now, he looked like he had something heavy on his mind. “Black Star… Black 

Star can solve this once and for all…” 

“What?” Sylvia did not understand what he 

meant. 

“Nothing.” 

Reynold returned to being serious. 



At the same time in the training camp of Black Star Base No.1, Brock put down the 

communicator that was playing the news. He wanted to pick up the wine cup and drink it to 

suppress his fear but realized that his hand was shaking 

He was a DarkStar remnant. After the DarkStar leader went missing, he had kept his mission 

in mind and believed that the leader would definitely return. Hence, he had joined and 

infiltrated the Black Star Army, hoping to one day become an important chess piece for the 

leader. He was now acting as the drill sergeant in the base. 

For the past couple of years, Brock had been working in fear, not daring to do anything out 

of the line, and carefully disguised his identity, afraid of being suspected by anyone. His 

trust for the DarkStar leader was what kept him going 

However, when he saw the news of Han Xiao becoming a Beyond Grade A seed, Brock 

realized that his belief was shaken. 

He could not help but doubt… if the leader would really be a match for Black Star. Would he 

really be able to complete his revenge? 

Would it not most likely be suicide? 

If so, him staying in the Black Star Army as a spy might be pushing the leader into the pit of 

fire. 

Brock was perturbed. Black Star’s overwhelming strength made him despair. He almost 

could not even think about resisting. 

He secretly made up his mind. If the leader one day returned and he was able to get in 

contact with him, he had to convince the leader not to mess with Black Star. It would be 

more difficult than messing with Godora! 

On a devastated civilization planet in a certain Star Field… 

The planet’s surface was burning with endless flames and smoke, the ground shattered, the 

cities were destroyed, and countless were slaughtered. 

The fleet that completed its invasion retracted their artillery barrels, slowly rising above the 

atmosphere, leaving the almost completely destroyed planet surface civilization. 



This invading fleet was made up of three thousand battleships. 

However, not far from the planet, an enormous fleet a thousand times bigger was docked. 

The battleships seemed endless, as if they filled up the entire galaxy. The three thousand 

battleships were just a small division of this enormous fleet. 

A fleet of such a size could even fight a Star Cluster Civilization directly. 

The three thousand battleships returned to the large army with their loot, like a droplet of 

water entering the ocean. 

The leading disk-shaped battleship of this team deviated from the others and gradually 

entered deeper into the army, arriving at the center of this enormous fleet. 

At the center of the fleet was a gigantic planet-level main ship. Comparatively, the disk-

shaped spaceship was like a pebble, and this gigantic main ship was like a mountain. 

A conspicuous sign was painted on the exterior armor of the main ship-a gray, hooded man. 

The disk spaceship entered the dock of the main ship, flew down the long lane, and stopped 

at the hangar. 

Whoosh! 
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The hatch opened, and the DarkStar leader walked out. With emotionless eyes, he turned 

around and waved, signaling for the subordinates behind him to bring the dozens of weak 

captives and follow him. 

After walking for a while, they arrived before an enormous alloy gate. The giant cyclops 

guard beside the gate saw the dozens of the captives behind the DarkStar leader and 

grinned. 

“You’re quite fast. Go in, he’s waiting for you.” 

As he spoke, the alloy gate slowly opened. The DarkStar leader focused his mind, led the 

others, and walked in. The view before his eyes turned bright. Noises and heat waves landed 

right on his face. 



This was an enormous palace that was now having a party. There were countless tables filled 

with the delicious food and alcohol of many races, and there were people everywhere. 

Countless creatures from different races were gulping down the meat and drinks, roaring 

and laughing loudly. There were also female dancers walking through the crowd, roughly 

groped by people from time to time. 

The DarkStar leader even saw that there was someone in the corner hugging a dancer and 

bumping her against the wall, his laughing and roaring mixed into the noises. 

Chaos filled the entire room. Despite having lived there for a few years, the DarkStar leader 

still could not help but frown, not used to this stimulating scene. 

A drunk Beastman stumbled over. The DarkStar pressed him on the shoulder and pushed 

him away. He then walked to the center of the palace with large steps. At the center was a 

scarlet throne carved into the shape of some strange creature, like an ancient god he did 

not know the name of, which some Arcane Church branches prayed to. 

On the throne was a skinny, boney human-shaped creature wearing a ragged hood. Other 

than his face, his body was covered tightly. He was facing down, not making a single sound. 

The hood covered his face. 

The DarkStar leader came before the throne. Ignoring the chaotic scene around and the 

noises, he pointed at the dozens of captives behind him that were stunned by what they 

were seeing. “Your Excellency, I’ve brought the Espers.” 

Suddenly, the creature on the throne shivered, as if he had awoken from his sleep. He slowly 

looked up, showing his face under the hood. 

Under the hood was a vortex-like black fog, with a red flickering dot of light in the middle. 

With an unknown method, this faceless creature somehow spoke. His voice was rough and 

husky. “Well… done…” 

As he was speaking, he suddenly twisted his neck. The black fog under the hood suddenly 

disappeared, turning into the face of a hybrid human without any special features. 

The hooded man stood up and walked down from the throne and toward the dozens of 

captives. The DarkStar leader stepped aside. 



He stood in front of the first captive, looked right into the horrified eyes of this captive, 

grinned, and grabbed the neck of this captive. 

The next moment, this captive’s entire body shrunk and became dry, yet he did not die. He 

collapsed to the ground with his eyes opened wide, not even having the energy to speak a 

single word. 

“Not bad.” 

The hooded man licked his lips as if he was enjoying the taste. Then, he did the same and 

turned all the captives into dried shells before returning to the throne. He looked at the 

DarkStar leader with a satisfied expression 

“You’re good. I like you.” 

“It’s my honor to serve you.” The DarkStar lowered his head with respect. “According to our 

agreement, for every satisfying Esper I bring, you…” 

The hooded man waved his hand and interrupted the DarkStar leader. “I know, I will give 

you a new fleet. Hmm, I have some information here. Maybe you’ll be interested.” 

The hooded man shook his hand. A communicator flowed out from his palm and landed in 

the DarkStar leader’s hands. 

The DarkStar leader opened and looked at it. His expression instantly changed. The rumors 

surrounding Han Xiao were playing on it. 

“He seems to be what made you escape from the Shattered Star Ring.” The hooded man 

smiled faintly. “Looks like he can become a Beyond Grade A.” 

The DarkStar’s face was grave. He took a deep breath and slowly said, “Thank you for this 

information.” 

“You’re welcome.” The hooded man smiled and spoke in a rather friendly tone. He then 

waved and said, “You can leave now. Such a good environment is rare. Don’t disturb my 

sleep.” 

“Yes.” The DarkStar nodded and led his subordinates. He did not care about the dozens of 

dried captives. The chefs would come to cook them later anyway. 



Walking out of the palace, the alloy gate slowly closed. The DarkStar looked back. Through 

the gap in the gate, he saw the hooded man lower his head and enter into sweet dreams in 

the chaotic, loud, and insane environment. 

“What a maniac.” 

The DarkStar leader clenched his fists, and a deep sense of fear flashed through his eyes. 

The people behind him had arranged for him to leave the Shattered Star Ring and join 

under this hooded man. This man was the master of this enormous fleet and also a 

horrifying Beyond Grade A Super who wanted to fuse the abilities on the Super High Risk 

Esper Ability Restriction Treaty together. 

Following the agreement, the DarkStar had given the hooded man Ember. He could still 

remember the look of disbelief and shock on Ember’s face when he realized that he had 

been betrayed. 

However, his resistance was futile. The hooded man had been very satisfied with the 

sacrifice, so he had made an agreement with the DarkStar leader-he could provide fleets for 

the DarkStar leader, but the DarkStar leader had to exchange them for Espers that could 

satisfy him. 

Therefore, the DarkStar leader stayed there temporarily. He invaded and destroyed one 

surface civilization after another, searching for Supers with interesting Esper abilities. After a 

few years, he had obtained a large number of battleships and men. 

Originally, the DarkStar leader wanted to continue building his forces. However, Han Xiao’s 

rocketing combat capability gave him pressure. 

Following the current pace, Black Star might really become a Beyond Grade A Super. Then, it 

would be useless for him to return. If there was a Beyond Grade A in the Garton Star System, 

no one would be able to cause any trouble. DarkStar would never have a chance to rise 

again. 

“I have to go back as soon as possible, otherwise everything will be too late.” 

The DarkStar leader made his decision. Black Star happened to be at war, so he could take 

advantage of that. 



Furthermore, the DarkStar leader did not dare stay there any longer. In just a few years, he 

had been deeply affected by the chaos there. He could not imagine what would happen if 

he continued to stay, whether he would become just as insane. 

This enormous fleet was a Beyond Grade A organization that was always relocating and 

moving. The hooded man was the leader of this organization. Among all the Beyond Grade 

As in the entire universe, he was the most notorious maniac! 

This place welcomed wanted criminals from every Star Field who had no way out. It was the 

holy land for all criminals. 

This was the… (Fallen Ark]! 

Aroshia had followed Han Xiao to the war as well. She was staying in the fleet and slacking 

off like Han Xiao. 

Inside a room with turned off lights, Aroshia hugged her knees, sat in a corner, and stared 

into the darkness in front of her blankly. 

This time, dots of light debris suddenly appeared out of thin air and formed into the bright 

shape of a man, lighting up the room. It was Risda. 

“It’s you.” Aroshia had no expression on her face. 

Risda’s body vibrated. He then spoke. 

“Great, if Black Star becomes a Beyond Grade A, he will be able to fight the Mechanic 

Empire. Our people might be saved.” 

“Oh.” Aroshia did not respond too passionately 

“But Black Star might not be willing to fight the Mechanic Empire. You and I must convince 

him. He’s our biggest hope,” Risda said. 
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Aroshia kept silent for a while before suddenly asking, “He might die, right?” 



“Everything is possible; nothing is absolute.” Risda shook his head and avoided the topic. 

“Remember what I said.” 

Then, Risda disappeared, and the room returned to darkness. 

Aroshia buried her chin between her knees and stared blankly. 

Meanwhile, Lagi was still on the way there. 
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Half a month had passed since the battle that destroyed the hyperdrive base station. The 

Bloodshed Land seemed to be cautious as well, so there were no major conflicts between 

the two sides for the time being, just skirmishes. Purple Crystal had no new missions for Han 

Xiao, so he took his fleet around in standby. 

During this time, he had been studying his loot —the armed satellite fortress. 

There was a total of nine armed satellite fortresses. After the base station was destroyed, the 

other armed satellite fortresses had all been seized. Han Xiao had received one from Morred 

too, and he had taken it back for research purposes. 

The blueprints for this kind of large mechanical satellite were very valuable. This one’s 

model was [‘Stout Shield’ Military Satellite Fortress]. 

Han Xiao had been slowly deriving its blueprint over the past half a month. While he lacked 

the necessary Cutting-Edge Knowledge, which made it impossible for him to get the 

complete blueprint, he did obtain some useful technology such as the shield generator used 

by the hyperdrive base station, which could also be applied to psionic shields. 
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Although he could not build the full version of the armed satellite fortress, the Great 

Mechanic Han was able to fuse a blueprint of the shrunk version of it. While it was smaller in 

size, it had the same functions as the original, just not as powerful. 

The armed satellite fortress was basically strategic equipment, not a combat weapon 

between Supers. Han Xiao planned to turn some of the Black Star bases built on istrative 

planets into satellite fortresses, at least giving them a certain amount of maneuverability. 

Han also seized the special armor of Bloodshed Land’s elite soldier, Thousand Beast Soldier, 

which he turned into his own blueprint and made preliminary improvements. 

In the machinery modification room. Han Xiao stood in front of a row of cabinets, looking at 

the different types of mechanical suits inside. 
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“Thousand Beast Soldier Armor, Sunil NCO Class armor and Commander Class armor, my 

Snake Series armors, and some standard mechanical suit blueprints… If I combine them 

together, I should get some high-quality, mid-level mechanical suit blueprints.” 

Han Xiao caressed his chin and pondered. 

He intended to build a special armor series for the Black Star Army to be used as the new 

standard equipment for the army. 

This was not an out of the blue idea but something that he had thought about for a long 

time. 

Due to his two astonishing feats, his fame across the entire Star Field was rocketing beyond 

his expectations. Initially, Han Xiao had thought that the Black Star Army would only be able 

to develop slowly and steadily since the players were not there, but wars were proven to 

have the biggest opportunities once again. The recent heated discussion about him 

becoming a Beyond Grade A seed made him notice that this was a great opportunity. Some 

development targets could now be moved forward. 

He had always wanted to improve the army from a mercenary group to an armed force like 

the Bloodshed Land. A set of armor belonging to his own faction was equivalent to uniform 

seduc… culture, which would help to increase the cohesion of the faction more effectively 

than a mere army symbol. 



However, most of the people who came to be mercenaries were free and loose. If he forced 

a business transformation, he would lose some of those who were unwilling to pledge their 

loyalty. After all, mercenaries were never worried about where to go next, so they would not 

easily pledge their loyalty to a mercenary group. 

Nonetheless, his recent achievements had made people believe that he had an extremely 

high chance of reaching Beyond Grade A. The upper limits of an armed force depended on 

the strength of the leader. The cohesion of a normal Calamity Grade organization could not 

even be compared with a Beyond Grade A seed organization. 

For example, the Bloodshed Land, assuming that it had grown to its present size without 

Tyrant, would definitely have a ton of problems. Internally, the authority would be held by 

several Calamity Grades, none satisfied by being on the same level as the others, thus 

causing internal disputes and factional conflicts. Externally, without a Beyond Grade A 

leader, despite being such an enormous organization, no one would be able to unite them. 

In the end, they would definitely go their separate ways. 
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Therefore, a leader who could suppress everything within determined the upper limits of an 

armed force. 

Han Xiao had been in the center of attention recently, and his reputation had exceeded the 

normal Calamity Grade range. Through his contacts, he learned that many intelligence 

organizations even called him half a Beyond Grade A. Numerous organizations believed that 

he would become a Beyond Grade A. Those organizations were not blind; his combat record 

was hard proof, so no one would inexplicably underestimate him. 

As the faction leader’s position increased, the Black Star Army’s appeal transformed as well. 

Even mercenaries knew that following a possible Beyond Grade A would be a more 

promising future, so the number of people lost in the business transformation would be 

significantly reduced. 

Not only that, with his current position, he could even attract more new talents. 

“Because of my reputation, the Black Star Army’s influence is growing every day. This is a 

great opportunity to scale up.” 

Han Xiao was in a great mood. He had initially intended to develop his forces through the 

support from the Purple Crystal civilization, but to his surprise, his own fame seemed to 



have allowed him to exceed what he had planned to achieve for the organization during the 

update period. 

Strength was the most important! 

“This expansion is an opportunity to improve the Black Star Army. There are many goals to 

be accomplished. First, the business transformation. Second, the expansion of manpower. 

Third, the increase of the armed troops. Fourth, becoming a long-term partner of Purple 

Crystal… Hmm, as long as the first three are completed, the fourth goal should not be a 

problem. 

“Of course, the most important thing is my own strength. When I’m done with these trivial 

problems, I have to take a period of time to get a silver legacy blueprint to complete the 

Class Advancement mission. After that, complete the level 200 Promotion as soon as 

possible. The stronger I am, the faster the army will develop.” 

Han Xiao pondered and quickly set out a list of goals. 

He did not expect to perform this well before the war, nor did he expect to spark such 

discussions. The way he saw it, the development plan that he had originally set was too 

conservative. 

This wave of discussions surrounding him was an extremely rare opportunity that he had to 

take. 

Dong! Dong! 

At that time, someone suddenly banged loudly on the door of the modification room. 

“Who is it?” Han Xiao regained focus and opened the door. 

Hairy, muscular abs entered his vision. Han Xiao looked up at the three-meter-tall Harmon 

standing outside the door. 

“Lagi’s back. He wants to see you,” Harmon said with a low and muffled voice. 

“Oh, I thought he’d throw me an excuse that the hyperdrive engine broke and drag his feet 

till the end of the war to return.” Han Xiao was surprised. 



Harmon scratched his hairy head and gave a long grunt, as if the muscles in his brain could 

not process the meaning of the sentence. 

“By the way…” Han Xiao suddenly remembered something. “How come you are the one 

reporting? Where’s Herlous?” 

Usually, if Sylvia was away, Herlous would be his male secretary, a more decisive, reliable 

adult male. 

“He asked me to lie to you that he was training,” Harmon said with a straight tone, giving off 

a strong vibe of the word ‘reckless’. 

“Hmm…” Han Xiao’s mouth twitched, and he did not know what to say. “Then, what is he 

actually doing?” 

“He’s playing cards.” 
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Han Xiao was speechless. 

“Okay, got it. I’ll go to see Lagi now.” 

Han Xiao closed his door and walked for a while before recalling something. He turned to 

Harmon and asked, “By the way, how many years till the selection battle for your tribal 

chief? 

Harmon was one of the heirs of the Luhan Beastman Civilization’s Rockfall Tribe. The side 

mission from him was to join his War League and help him become the chief. 

If he remembered correctly, this should be a Version 3.0 side mission, but in case the 

storyline had changed, Han Xiao decided to ask again. 

Harmon counted with his fingers for a while and said with a hesitant tone, “I think eleven 

years less three days.” 

The average life expectancy of the Luhan Beastmen was about 250 years, which was quite 

long. The selection of chief was a major event, it usually gave more than ten years to the 



candidates for them to form their War Leagues. This was because one selection often 

determined the chief for the next two hundred years. 

“It’s a good thing you have comrades,” Han Xiao said with resignation, “otherwise I suspect 

you’d miss the selection battle and lose your position as an heir…” 

Harmon opened his eyes wide and blew his lower lip unhappily, his thick lips shaking. 

Han Xiao went straight to the bridge and immediately saw Lagi, who had been waiting for a 

long time. He smiled and walked forward, patting Lagi on the shoulder. 

“You’re back.” 

“Yes, I didn’t die on the way,” Lagi murmured. “I think it took all the luck I have in my life.” 

Han Xiao’s smile stiffened. You’re too pessimistic! 

“Ahem, do you remember what I said before you left?” Han Xiao said with resignation. 

“Yes.” Lagi nodded and said, “You said you were going to cancel my workload and give me 

a raise.” 

“No, I didn’t. Don’t bullsh*t!” Han Xiao clenched his teeth. “I said when you get back, you’ll 

be my vice captain!” 

“Oh, then I remembered wrongly.” Lagi’s kept a straight face. 

“Are you sure?” Han Xiao was suspicious. Why do I feel like you did that on purpose? 

Hearing Han Xiao’s doubt, Lagi’s face became upset as he muttered, “You don’t trust me… 

Sigh, I should have known. People like me have no credibility.” 

“Enough, you,” Han Xiao said with resignation. “Since you don’t have any objection, I’ll 

announce to the whole army that you’re the first vice-captain. By the way, I’m also planning 

to announce your past. You were once the Hidden Red Robe Abbey’s Forbidden Sorcerers’ 

commander. This past will increase your reputation, and no one will be unhappy about you 

becoming the vice-captain. Do you have any questions?” 



Lagi nodded. He had no objections, but he did emphasize one point. “Don’t forget, you 

promised that my vice-captain position is just a title, and my workload won’t increase.” 

Don’t you f*cking remember that crystal clear? 

The appointment of the vice-captain was quickly transmitted to the communicators of the 

hundreds of thousands of official members of the Black Star Army. 

When opening the Black Star Army’s mercenary group resume, under the ‘leader’ column, 

the vice-captain position that had always been empty finally had a first name written in it—

Lagi Schwer. 

Lagi had only joined for a very short time, so there was still a huge number of mid- to low-

level mercenary members within the army that did not know him. With curiosity, confusion, 

surprise, and so on, they opened Lagi’s resume and were immediately shocked. 

Not only was this newly appointed vice captain a Grade A+ Super, he was also the Hidden 

Red Robe Abbey’s Forbidden Sorcerers former commander, as well as the fourth disciple of 

‘Magus’ Austin! 

Lagi’s past was very impressive. Few outsiders knew about what had happened between 

Lagi and Austin; to many, this was a core member of a Beyond Grade A organization leaving 

and joining the Black Star Army! 

Han Xiao was at the height of his popularity, so his every action attracted attention from 

countless people. Not only the army members, the various organizations that were paying 

attention to him were also shocked. 

One of the Magus’ core members is now the vice-captain of the Black Star Army. Are they 

now working together? 

The perception of the Black Star Army had subtly changed for countless people, including 

its members. Black Star’s recent achievements and the Black Star Army’s expansion seemed 

to show an inexorable rise. 

As many people could see, Black Star wanted to use his soaring influence to benefit the 

Black Star Army, intending to become a Star Field level VIP! 

The question that followed suddenly sparked interest from all sides. 



What would Floating Dragon do if Black Star rose? 

After all, the Black Star Army was nominally Floating Dragon’s field team. Now that Black 

Star showed Beyond Grade A potential, if he did deliver on that potential, would he 

continue to stay under Ames given the amount of ambition that he had shown? 

While it was still unclear whether Black Star would become a Beyond Grade A, ambitions 

were not easy to erase. Black Star’s soaring position would change the way he thought 

sooner or later, inflating his ambitions. 

Countless people were excited when thinking about the possibilities of the future. 

If the announcement of the vice-captain drew attention, Han Xiao’s subsequent 

announcement triggered an earthquake. 

The Black Star Army publicly issued a large-scale recruitment order to the entire Shattered 

Star Ring! 
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Han Xiao planned to tap into the ‘Beyond Grade A seed’ title to attract a large number of 

talents. 

He believed that there were plenty of people willing to bet that he would become a Beyond 

Grade A. 

Joining at this time would be more valued than joining a Beyond Grade A organization, it 

was equivalent to becoming a partner at the start of a business. Even if they lost the bet, it 

would only cost them time, so the loss would be within an acceptable range. 

It was a huge gamble! 

As the Black Star Army made the announcement, countless people and organizations across 

the ten or so Star Clusters in the Shattered Star Ring were tempted. 
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The moment the recruitment order from the Black Star Army was sent out, practically half 

the star field exploded from excitement, and all the responders began to gather! 

In just ten days, Phillip had already received countless resumes from various sectors of the 

Shattered Star Ring. 

Riding on this wave of heated public opinion, the number of applicants was far greater than 

any of their previous recruitments. The target was not just toward original mercenaries. As 

long as one did not have a ‘Wanted’ tag on them, everyone would be treated equally. 

Philip first eliminated the weaker candidates and did a screening of the first batch of top-

rated talents. Just these people already totaled 1.4 million, more than the total count of the 

Black Star Army. This would effectively double the official staff of the Black Star Army a few 

times over! 

More than a million people had already been selected, and this was not even the final result. 

Han Xiao was prepared to open the floodgates fully instead of restricting entry this time. 

With his fame and reputation, he already possessed the qualifications to form a large 

organization. This time, he was making full use of the opportunity. 
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Now was not the time to consider if over-recruiting would cause them to be able to absorb 

the members properly. This recruitment was not just targeted toward talents but also a way 

to show his influence. The more sensational this response was, the higher the position of the 

Black Star Army in the entire Star Field. If one combined the results of the recruitment with 

his current fame, he would be able to engrave his existence into the hearts of countless 

influences around, ascending to the top in one step and becoming a famous force in the 

Shattered Star Ring! 

Compared to the other large organizations, the Black Star Army, while huge in scale, lacked 

reputation and influence. However, this did not prevent the popularity of their faction from 

rising. This was of great benefit to their future development, so from Han Xiao’s perspective, 

the storm of public opinion was perfectly utilized. 
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Most of the recruited talents in the first batch had some sort of fame in their respective 

sectors. At least sixty percent were also battle-hardened elite interstellar warriors as well, 

with the lowest being at Grade C. While the number of Supers was small, if one cast their 

eyes across the entire Star Field, the total sum was still exaggeratedly huge. 

Recently, the secret war had begun turning into a full-fledged tug of war. There were no 

signs of activity on both sides, and there was free time to deal with his own internal affairs. 

Purple Crystal attached great importance to Han Xiao’s potential and was glad to see the 

Black Star Army develop itself. Furthermore, this indirectly meant a supplement to Section 

Zero. 
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More than a million of the newcomers then travelled thousands of miles from various star 

clusters to the Garton Star System, going through the procedures at the Black Star Army 

Base. Han Xiao also returned to his own base to deal with the various issues caused by the 

huge swelling in his faction. 

In the reception room of the Black Star Army Headquarters, Sylvia brought in three new 

recruits of different races and appearances, and Han Xiao stood up from the sofa to greet 

them. 

“Your Excellency, Black Star.” The three of them had respectful attitudes and stepped 

forward quickly to exchange handshakes with Han Xiao. 

“Come, sit.” 

Han Xiao waved his hand, and they all took their seats, beginning to chat. 

With millions of newcomers, Han Xiao had no time to meet up with them individually. The 

reason he was meeting with these three was because the new recruits were actually all at 

the Calamity Grade! 

A Calamity Grade Super would never submit to another easily. Before he became known as 

a potential Beyond Grade A seedling, Han Xiao had tried many times to recruit a Calamity 

Grade, but other than Lagi, everyone else had rejected him. 

However, his status today was greatly different when compared to that of the past. Being a 

highly anticipated Beyond Grade A seed was enough to make some of the Calamity Grades 



stop hesitating and run under his banner. If their bet paid off, they would then become the 

backbone of a Beyond Grade A organization! 

If one likened the Beyond Grade A to an Emperor ascending to the throne, they would be 

the dragons that became his officialsbright futures awaited them! 
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It was a pity that Ames was too much of a slacker. Even if she was a bona fide Beyond Grade 

A, her attraction toward Supers might not exceed that of Han Xiao’s. Not many Supers 

would deign to follow a leader without any ambition. Furthermore, Ames could not even be 

bothered to actively recruit Officers. 

Those three Calamity Grades were the cream of the crop among the leeks, probably 

considered leeks that had grown legs, running a thousand miles to deliver themselves to be 

harvested by him. 

Status and strength went hand in hand, and the Calamity Grades in an organization were 

destined to be the upper echelons. That was the only reason they had come. After all, they 

could not be expected to climb slowly from the bottom like a Grade C Super, right? Thus, 

Han Xiao had to personally take a look at the three of them and use this opportunity to 

observe them. 

Before meeting with them, Han Xiao had already flipped through their resumes. 

Karmbe, Grade A Pugilist, male. Tall with extremely pale skin, he seemed to have the 

bloodline of the Blood Race. He used to be an external instructor in one of the Super 

institutions with a civilization in some Star System. He resigned later, walking through 

multiple galaxies and taking a lot of private employment. 

Marian, Grade A Mechanical Pugilist, male. He was wrapped from head to toe in heavy, 

dark-gray armor and always wore a helmet, seldom revealing his face to others. He looked 

like some knight from a fantasy civilization, and the reason he had come over was the same 

as Reynold, because he looked up to Han Xiao as a Mechanic. 

Misecech, Grade A Esper, male. His resume was clean. Other than him being a Calamity 

Grade, there was nothing worth noting. He had hung around with multiple mercenary 

groups but had not worked long. He was a typical spectator. 



These people who took the initiative to sign up would not be very strong, but they were at 

least at the Calamity Grade. The Black Star Army had originally only had three Calamity 

Grades. With the addition of three more, this doubled the total number, raising the 

advanced combatants inside the army. 

Thus, the Supers that took the opportunity to rush over were basically ‘career men’. They 

were accustomed to changing jobs and moved to wherever had some benefit. Naturally, 

they would not be loyal of this, Han Xiao was clear. He also did not hope for them to sell 

their lives to him. As long as they could complete the work based on their scope as Calamity 

Grades, that would be good. 

After chatting with them for a while, both sides had observed enough by now. Han Xiao 

stood up and extended his hand, smiling. “Then, I’ll represent Black Star Army to welcome 

you three on board.” 

“That is our honor.” Misecech immediately took the opportunity to speak first. Karmbe 

replied shortly after, and Marian nodded in silence. 

“I’ll need some time to consider what roles to assign you. Don’t worry, I will not treat you 

badly.” 

“Haha, our requirements are not high.” Misecech had a flattering smile. 

After replying with some pleasantries, Han Xiao sent the trio off before asking Sylvia to take 

them through the formalities. 

Han Xiao did not rest after but immediately entered another reception room. 

There were tens of people within there waiting. The moment they saw Han Xiao, they 

immediately stood up, greeting him warmly. 

“Everyone, please sit.” 

Han Xiao waved his hand, glancing at everyone present. 

Within this reception room, everyone present were the emissaries of various civilizations 

from the Colton Star Cluster. They had come to seek cooperation of their own initiative. 



Originally, the influence of the Black Star Army had been limited to the Garton Star System, 

but now, the other Star Systems around the Colton Star Cluster had started to notice the 

potential of Han Xiao, as well as the momentum of the Black Star Army’s development, thus 

coming to seek opportunities for development and mutual benefit. 

“Your Excellency Black Star, I’m the emissary from the Black Raven Civilization. I hope that 

the Black Star Army will be able to establish a sub-base within the territory of our 

civilization. To this end, the Black Raven Civilization is willing to pay a cooperation fee each 

year, at the same time opening the internal resource trading channels. Furthermore, we’ll 

give the Black Star Army the mining rights for a sector.” 

“I’m the emissary from the Holy Stone Civilization. Our terms are the same as the Black 

Raven Civilization’s, but our cooperation fees can be raised further if needed.” 

“I am…” 

Everyone introduced themselves one by one, giving their own prices just for Black Star to 

build a sub-base in their territories. This was akin to offering themselves up to aid Han Xiao 

in expanding his influence. 
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The Star System Civilizations could clearly see that Black Star had already been tied to the 

big boss of this Star Cluster. With him also having the hope of becoming a Beyond Grade A 

Super, the Black Star Army could very well turn out to be the Colton Star Cluster’s Beyond 

Grade A influence. Attracting him to their side early was naturally the most cost-effective 

scenario. 

Right now, the base of the Black Star Army was situated within the Garton Star System. It 

was unknown just how many times Serbia the Fifth had woken up from his sleep due to 

laughing out in joy, as this implied that there would be a Beyond Grade A Super holding the 

fort in Godora in the future. The other star systems also wished to have the Black Star Army 

expand his organization into their territory, simply because of this same consideration. 

As for those star systems that did not originally have this idea, after seeing all their 

competitors doing so, they decided that they could not sit still. Thus, over eighty percent of 

the civilizations in the entire Colton Star Cluster had sent their emissaries to this reception 

room. 



After listening to everyone, Han Xiao nodded, his face remaining impassive, but his heart 

was secretly moved. 

The conditions given by the various civilizations in the star systems were extremely rich. 

Leaving aside the cooperation funds and resource channels, the most profitable thing would 

be the large-scale mining rights of a resource planet. 

A resource planet was different from a barren one. The former was chock full of resources, 

and all of such planets were recorded clearly, with only the region’s ruling civilization having 

the power to mine them on a large scale. If any external organizations tried to mine without 

receiving a permit, they would have to account to the civilization of that region or even be 

hunted down by their guards. 

Every civilization would definitely pay close attention toward a resource planet. Even though 

the Star Cluster Civilizations had mining ships that were able to dissect an entire planet, they 

rarely used them as even these big shots paid much attention to sustainable development. 

A barren star, however, allowed for private mining because the profit obtained from there 

could not be compared to that of a resource planet. The quality-price ratio was too low, so 

the civilizations found it a waste of their manpower and material resources, deigning to sell 

the mining rights to others instead. For those private mining companies, while the profits to 

be obtained were not high, the barren planets were rich in oil and water. 

There would, however, be times when the private mining team struck gold. During their 

mining process, if they found out that the ‘barren planet’ was actually a hidden resource 

planet, the civilization would evaluate the total value of this resource planet before offering 

a bid to buy it back. In this area, the majority of the civilizations were honorable enough to 

not force the mining team to hand over the planet for free. 

Han Xiao was still quite clear about these basic concepts. From his previous life, during the 

later versions, players could even purchase mining rights to the resource planets from 

civilizations. 

With such a clear comparison, Han Xiao was acutely aware of the value of giving him the 

mining rights of a resource planet. This was equivalent to taking out a cake from the 

civilizations and cutting him a small slice. It could easily net him a profit in the region of 

billions of Enas! 

This was fertile ground! 



Tsk, I risked my life to earn that small amount of money. Any random mining operation on a 

resource planet would bring me back thousands of times more profit. Why am I still a 

mercenary? Han Xiao could not help but silently curse. 

Indeed, the most profitable way of earning was to establish a civilization! 

After settling his mind, Han Xiao put on a solemn expression as he said in a stately tone, 

“Everyone, you have shown me too much sincerity. To be honest, the terms and conditions 

you have given me are quite tempting. I’m very willing to cooperate with you, but my Black 

Star Army is currently in its recruitment phase. After this recruitment has ended, I’ll schedule 

time to visit your areas to build a base.” 

Hearing this, everyone agreed and began to chatter. 

“No problem, we can wait.” 

“Of course, we understand. We can sign the contract first.” 

Han Xiao smiled. “Since no one has any objections, let’s fix it this way.” 

Everyone present handed in their contracts, and Han Xiao signed them with some emotions 

in his heart. 

In the past, there had not been so many good opportunities available for him. However, 

opportunities were knocking constantly on his door. This led to Han Xiao recall the words 

that Aesop had once said to him. 

As long as you surpass Grade A, many powers will immediately offer up benefits to you. You 

will rise to the heavens with a single step and be at the highest level of the dining table! 

Right now, he had only revealed a chance of breaking through Grade A, but this sort of 

situation had already happened. It seemed as though the old man Aesop had not lied to 

him. 

Having finalized this business, the emissaries all heaved sighs of relief. This time, they would 

be able to answer to their superiors. 

After sending off this batch of satisfied emissaries, Han Xiao did not stop but instead 

approached yet another reception room. He still had matters to settle. 



The impact of his expansion this time was too great, so he had to meet all kinds of leeks 

every day, to the point that he was so busy his feet did not have time to be fixed on the 

ground. 

The large influx of people that he had caused had to be solved by him, even if he was crying 

internally from fatigue. 

However, everything would lead to extremely rich rewards, making Han Xiao satisfied. 

Opening the door of yet another reception room, the people within the room looked over 

and greeted him as they smiled. 

The occupants there were people who were more familiar to him, the great figures around 

Shattered Star Ring. This included the leader of the Dark Underworld Army, Underworld 

Feather, the captain of the Sky Ring Army, Gureja, and a few other Army Commanders. 

“Brothers, it’s been a long time.” Han Xiao greeted them and curiously said, “You guys were 

being very secretive on the communicator. What happened for all of you to come look for 

me to speak face-to-face?” 

The few army commanders exchanged glances before suddenly smiling. 

The Sky Ring Army Commander Gureja stroked his steel- like bristly beard, winking as he 

spoke. “This time, we’re here to invite 

you.” 

“Invite me for what?” 

“As you already know, the situation in the Shattered Star Ring is currently quite turbulent. 

With opportunities everywhere, it’s hard for an organization to completely swallow all the 

opportunities alone. I’ve already discussed this with these few army commanders, and we’ve 

decided to integrate the entire Shattered Star Ring and establish a Mercenary League so 

that it is convenient for us to participate in various missions between the Star System 

Civilizations. In such troubled times, we need to combine forces and seize this opportunity!” 

Without waiting for Han Xiao to speak, Underworld Feather, who was by the side, lazily 

interrupted, “Black Star, with you being so popular recently, how about you just come and 



lead our Shattered Star Ring Mercenary League as the leader? Anyway, you don’t seem to 

mind having a lot of things to do.” 
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Gureja coughed and hurriedly added, “Her meaning is, since your current appeal is far 

greater than any of our Grade A Mercenary groups’, we came to you this time to 

recommend you to take the spot of leader and founder of the Mercenary League.” 

Han Xiao’s eyebrows jumped up, feeling a little surprised. 

This was one of the branch storylines of Version 3.0—[Shattered Star Ring Mercenary 

League]. The major mercenary groups had joined forces to integrate the scattered 

mercenaries of the Shattered Star Ring, establishing a large-scale mercenary league. The 

league developed and became a huge faction later that was extremely popular with players. 

He did not expect the captains of each mercenary group to plan to make him the head, so 

he ended up getting involved in the storyline this way. 

“You guys are really…” Han Xiao’s mouth twitched, and he raised his thumb. “… SO smart 

and insightful!” 
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Gureja and the others got the answer that they wanted and were overjoyed. After finalizing 

the details, they left satisfied. 

Walking out of the Black Star Army base, they turned around to look at the majestic base, 

and Gureja lamented, “Black Star stepped into the mercenary world less than ten years ago, 

but he already has such accomplishments under his belt. He is truly an amazing fellow.” 

Another person shook his head and sighed. “Every individual capable of becoming a beyond 

Grade A Super has their own legend behind them. They are not characters that we can 

understand.” 
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“That’s right. He is no longer on the same level as us. Thankfully, we got to know him early,” 

Gureja said with a complicated mood. 

In one of the corridors of the Black Star Army headquarters, Herlous and the three Volga 

brothers were walking and chatting. 

Advertisement 

“Have you heard? Three Calamity Grade Supers have joined us. His Excellency Black Star 

personally met them. They will definitely take on important roles in the army in the future,” 

the eldest Volga brother suddenly said. 

“I know.” Herlous nodded with both joy and depression. 

He was happy about the high-speed development of the Black Star Army but depressed 

that his own status would be affected because of this. 

With three Calamity Grade Supers joining the upper echelons of the army, the competition 

would definitely get more intense, and Herlous felt a great deal of pressure. 
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Strength represented authority, and he still had not touched the Grade A door yet. His 

importance to the army would only decrease as time went by. There were already many 

mid-level combatants in the Black Star Army. If not for the fact that he was the one who had 

followed Black Star the longest, he would not have the right to be part of the upper 

echelons with his Grade B strength. 

Herlous already felt that he was growing rapidly, but he was not able to keep up with Han 

Xiao’s footsteps and the high-speed development of the Black Star Army. He did not wish to 

fall behind just like that and thus became extremely nervous. 

In order to train his body, he halved the time that he spent playing cards… It would be 

impossible for him to stop playing cards. It would be impossible in this lifetime of his. 

“The Calamity Grade truly seems so far away…” 

Herlous let out a sigh. 



The development of the Black Star Army made many of the old officers lament at the speed 

of their growth. However, the wheels of history would always continue to spin, and Han Xiao 

would not stop because of this. 

Han Xiao spent a full seven days meeting all the emissaries from the various organizations 

and reorganized the structure of the expanded Black Star Army. Only then did he have some 

free time to himself. 

Han Xiao locked himself up in his office and took out a piece of paper to summarize the 

benefits that he had received recently and made a new blueprint for development. 

The rapid growth of the Black Star Army had exceeded his expectations, and the original 

development plan was no longer suitable. With many organizations and Star System 

Civilizations giving him the opportunity to expand, it would be a waste for Han Xiao not to 

make use of them. As long as he made good use of this opportunity, the development 

speed of the Black Star Army would be increased by ten if not a hundred times! 

Advertisement 

This was an enormous harvest! 

Han Xiao began to organize which opportunity would be able to bring him the largest 

benefit and how much he needed to invest. He made a simple list for himself and began to 

analyze it. 

At the same time, he also began to grade his faction based on the different grades of 

equipment. He had two different grading schemes. First, current size. Second, potential for 

development. 

The evaluation of the current size of a faction was determined by the amount of resources, 

size, military strength, number of members, influence, and so on. 

The evaluation of potential was determined by networks, allies, scope of operations, long 

term benefits, development opportunities, and the like. 

Han Xiao chose an organization to be the benchmark for comparison. He rated the 

Bloodshed Land to be at the orange grade in terms of size and potential. With that as a 

reference, he began to analyze the Black Star Army. 
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“Not including the players, before this large expansion, the scale of the Black Star Army was 

limited to a few Star Systems. Our size was around the dark green or light blue grade. 

Currently, it should be at the light purple grade. When Phillip recruits the second and third 

wave, we should be at the purple grade.” 

Han Xiao mumbled to himself while spinning his pen. 

“As for potential, the reputation of me being a beyond Grade A seed was an orange grade 

development opportunity. The secret war and setting up a bridge with the Purple Crystal 

Civilization are also orange grade. The contracts with the various Star System Civilizations 

are orange grade. Setting up the Mercenary Alliance is pink grade. Together with my own 

network and potential, the potential of the Black Star Army should be at the orange grade 

on average.” 

Han Xiao made a list on the piece of paper and nodded. 

As long as he was able to realize the orange grade development potential, the Black Star 

Army would be able to quickly enter the level of a pink grade organization. 

All the organizations of the pink grade were famous organizations on the Star Field level. 

While they were still a distance away from the Bloodshed Land, they were truly super-sized 

organizations. 

Han Xiao began to make plans for the various opportunities of development. 

“With so many Star System Civilizations inviting me to set up a branch, this is akin to 

expanding my territory. All the newly hired manpower can be put to use and sent to these 

new Star Systems to expand our scope of operations. 

“I can let a portion of them pioneer the discovery of resource rich planets to resolve the 

problem of our organization’s transformation. Apart from employment missions and war 

duties, we can also obtain more revenue streams by mining for resources. 

“Hmm, if the manpower isn’t sufficient, I can send the people from Planet Aquamarine to 

make up the numbers and allow a portion of them to become galactic residents. 

Furthermore, digging seems to be the specialty of those worms. With my reputation in the 

Black Spirit Race, I should be able to find a large number of elite laborers.” 

Han Xiao then put a tick behind the words ‘Star System Civilization’. 



“Setting up a mercenary alliance within the Shattered Star Ring is also pretty simple. It will 

expand the scope of my operations and increase my influence. With the support of the 

other large armies, as long as I call for support, building the foundation of an alliance won’t 

be an issue. Everything else will just be a matter of time.” 

Han Xiao very quickly came up with the new blueprint for development. 

Putting down his pen, a smile could be seen on Han Xiao’s face. 

After memorizing what was written on the paper, Han Xiao reduced the paper to dust with a 

single snap of his finger. 

“When Version 3.0 is released, the changes in the Black Star Army will probably shock the 

players.” 

… 

The Black Star Army became bustling with activity, and after hiring a few waves of new 

members, the Black Star Army had almost ten million members. The majority of them were 

sent out to set up branches around the various Star Systems of the Colton Star Cluster, and 

the operations of the army expanded from the Garton Star System to half of the Star 

Cluster. 

Han Xiao did not forget about the secret war, and after handling the expansion of the army, 

he went back to the battlefield and continued to fight. 

After the commotion from his expansion subsided, the large wave of discussion about him 

being a beyond Grade A seed petered out. Han Xiao had already become the biggest 

winner, and the Black Star Army left a deep impression on the entire Star Field during this 

period. The fame of the Black Star Army had entered the ranks of the famous organizations 

within the Shattered Star Ring. 
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Under such circumstances, the Black Star Army was still the Floating Dragon Field Team in 

name. Floating Dragon remained silent throughout the entire matter, and with some people 

fanning the flames from behind the scenes, more and more people started to treat the Black 

Star Army and Floating Dragon as two separate organizations. At the same time, people 

began to discuss both parties splitting up. 



The storm that Han Xiao had created had a long-lasting impact. More organizations began 

to participate in the secret war both openly and secretly, and the scope of the battle 

became larger and larger. 

The secret war was a Main Storyline Mission in Version 3.0 (Crimson Tide). However, news of 

the secret war was overshadowed by the commotion that Han Xiao and the Black Star Army 

had created. 

The war was still ongoing, and the Black Star Army continued to develop. 

Three years passed in the blink of an eye. 

 


